Ibizan Hound
Height - Dogs - 23 ½ to 27 ½” Bitches - 22 ½ to 26”
General Appearance - The Ibizan is lithe and racy, yet strong,
with a deer-like elegance. He is a hound of moderation. Unique in
his clean-cut lines, large prick ears and light pigment. He is
slightly longer than tall with clean, fine bone and strong, yet flat
muscling.
Head - Long, narrow in form of sharp cone truncated at base.
Finely chiseled extremely dry fleshed. Eyes -Oblique, small, clear
amber to caramel in color, with rims color of nose (fully or
partially pigmented). Ears -Large, pointed, natural. Highly mobile
ears can point forward, sideways or folded backwards. From the
front, height of ear is approximately 2½ times width. Skull - Long,
flat, prominent occiput, little defined stop, narrow brow. Muzzle
and skull are equal in length, parallel planes. Muzzle - Elongated,
fine, slender, slight Roman convex. Nose - Prominent, rosy flesh
color with pigment either solid or butterfly. Bite - Scissor.
Body - Neck - Strong, long, slender, slight arch. Back - Level,
straight; chest deep, long prominent breastbone. Well tucked up.
Ribs - Slightly sprung, brisket is approximately 2½” above elbow.
Loin - Very slightly arched and croup well sloped. Tail - Set low,
mobile, carried sickle, ring or saber. Forequarters - Angulation
moderate. Shoulder blades well laid back. At point of shoulder
they join a rather upright upper arm. Elbow - Positioned in front of
deepest part of chest. Legs - Long, strong, straight. Pasterns Flexible, slightly sloping. Hare-foot. Hindquarters - Angulation
is moderate with hind quarters set well under body.
Coat - Two types of coat, both untrimmed, either short or
wirehaired, both hard in texture. Wirehaired from 1 to 3” with
generous moustache.
Color - White or red.
Gait - Efficient, light and graceful single tracking.
Disqualification: Any color other than white or red and any
pigment color which is not as described.
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